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dinal strains at least every mile. With the present high cost of
lumber it seems worth while to treat at least the butts of poles
with preservative compound before installation, and it is often de-
sirable to treat the entire pole. The poles should at least be kept
well painted, even upon interurban lines. Iron and concrete
poles have found a place in the city streets, principally because of
their ornamental appearance. Corrosion can be held in check in
the case of iron poles by frequent painting and by setting butts in
concrete. In fact, the latter method is often used for the protec-
tion of wooden poles even after they have begun to decay at the
surface of the ground.
Detailed specifications applicable to the materials used in the
simpler types of overhead distribution systems may be secured
from the Manual of the American Electric Railway Association
or the Transactions of the National Electric Light Association.
The Third Rail.—The third rail presents one solution of the
high speed heavy current collection problem. The conductor in
this case consists of rails well bonded together and supported on
insulators. These insulators are placed on the ends of extra
long ties spaced every sixth to tenth tie so that the third rail
is at one side and slightly above the running rail. At grade
crossings there is necessarily a break in the third rail, but the
conductor is made continuous by means of a copper cable laid
in conduit under the crossing. The current is collected from
the rail by contact shoes of iron, one or more of which are
carried by each motor car. These shoes ordinarily are pressed
down on the head of the rail by their own weight, but in the
case of the protected rail the latter is inverted and the contact
shoe is held up against the rail head by means of springs.
The third rail is supplied with power at various points by means
of feeders as in ordinary trolley construction. The calculations
for third rail installations are the same as for the ordinary direct
current trolley distribution system, the resistance of the third rail,
Table XIII, being used in place of that of the trolley wire.
This system is used mainly in 600 volt direct current service,
although there are several installations of 1200 volt third rail in
operation. The Michigan Union Traction Company has gone so
far as to use the third rail at a direct current potential of 2400
volts on part of its system. The danger of the third rail to human
life restricts its use to private right-of-way on interurban lines and
to elevated or tunnel installations in cities.

